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the cyberattacks, and are ten times more likely to succeed
than traditional attacks [52], [28].
Attackers now actively employ and combine host and
network evasion techniques to bypass the traditional defenses [5], [6], [7], [13], [15], [48]. Previous defenses fall
short in detecting such stealthy attacks as they only consider network-based features that aim to detect malicious
domains and IPs, whereas the attackers can take advantage
of legitimate domains to host malicious content. A recent
approach integrates network-based features with processlevel information [54], however, it is still not effective at
detecting such stealthy attacks given that the process-level
information are indistinguishable when benign programs
are injected by malware. All these approaches lack insight
into how a benign program is expected to behave.
In this paper, we propose the ﬁrst program-level ﬁngerprinting approach to build ﬁne-grained, individualized
proﬁle for each benign program that characterizes the nature of their DNS activities. Such a program-DNS proﬁle
can be effectively used to detect stealthy attacks, where
(1) legitimate web services are leveraged to channel C&C
communications, whose DNS queries appear benign, and
(2) trusted benign programs are controlled by malware
logic to carry out all the DNS activities, whose programand process-level information appear benign.
We ﬁrst deﬁne three important terms which we will
use throughout the paper.
• Program: a binary executable that represents a software or an application. For instance, “Skype.exe” is
a program.
• Process: a distinct runtime instance or execution of a
program, with its own process ID, start time, etc. For
instance, when a user launches the Skype application,
it creates a process of the “skype.exe” program; when
the user exits Skype, the process is terminated. Note
than a program can have many processes.
• Malware-injected Process: a process which is created from a benign program, however, has been
injected by malware logic (cross-process injection [2], [42]). For instance, if a malware injects the
“skype.exe” program and initiates malicious logic,
this process is a malware-injected process.
To build the program-DNS proﬁles for benign programs, we collected program data and DNS data from
126 real-world enterprise host machines over the period of seven months where we collected over 130 million DNS requests along with corresponding processes
from 636 programs. In addition, to evaluate the effectiveness of our program-DNS proﬁles in detection, we
collected malware samples from different sources with

Abstract—Analyzing the DNS trafﬁc of Internet hosts has
been a successful technique to counter cyberattacks and
identify connections to malicious domains. However, recent
stealthy attacks hide malicious activities within seemingly legitimate connections to popular web services made by benign
programs. Traditional DNS monitoring and signature-based
detection techniques are ineffective against such attacks.
To tackle this challenge, we present a new program-level
approach that can effectively detect such stealthy attacks.
Our method builds a ﬁne-grained Program-DNS proﬁle for
each benign program that characterizes what should be the
“expected” DNS behavior. We ﬁnd that malware-injected
processes have DNS activities which signiﬁcantly deviate
from the Program-DNS proﬁle of the benign program. We
then develop six novel features based on the Program-DNS
proﬁle, and evaluate the features on a dataset of over 130
million DNS requests collected from a real-world enterprise
and 8 million requests from malware-samples executed in a
sandbox environment. We compare our detection results with
that of previously-proposed features and demonstrate that
our new features successfully detect 190 malware-injected
processes which fail to be detected by previously-proposed
features. Overall, our study demonstrates that ﬁne-grained
Program-DNS proﬁles can provide meaningful and effective
features in building detectors for attack campaigns that
bypass existing detection systems.

1. Introduction
Recent successful attacks reveal the ability of attackers
to obfuscate the DNS activity of the victim by hiding
requests to malicious domains in plain sight inside legitimate trafﬁc [50], [31]. Moreover, they delegate malicious
logic to long-lived and trusted benign programs, who then
establish command and control (C&C) channels through
connections to legitimate sites (e.g., Twitter, Dropbox,
Google) [27], [2], [26]. Such attacks, which we call
stealthy attacks throughout the paper, leave no or little
footprint on the hosts, thereby evading host defense. Their
seemingly innocuous DNS requests are also immune to
network DNS-based detection.
Such stealthy attacks are becoming more and more
common practice across attackers who want to bypass the
existing host and perimeter defenses (e.g., AV scanners
and ﬁrewalls), which are universally deployed in a modern
computing environment. Recent studies report the rapid
adoption of such stealthy attack vectors – cyberattacks
that impersonate benign programs surged by 432% and
265% in 2017 and 2018 respectively, constituting 35% of
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acteristics curve) across all datasets, ranging from
2015 to 2019. The false positive rates are < 0.1%
with true positive rates > 98.5%.
• We use 2015 and 2017 datasets as training data
for the Random Forest classiﬁer, and 2018 and
2019 datasets as testing data to perform detection.
We demonstrate that our new features are signiﬁcantly more effective than previously-proposed features, where we achieve 94.3% true positive rate
(successfully detect 94.3% of the malware-injected
processes in testing data) with 0% false positive
rate (does not mistakenly ﬂag any benign process
as malicious), compared to 25.9% true positive rate
with previously-proposed features. Furthermore, we
achieve 100% true positive rate with only 0.15% false
positive rate. On the contrary, previously-proposed
features can only achieve up to 94.1% true positive
rate with 0.33% false positive rate (lowest rate, and
true positive rate does not keep increasing until false
positive rate reaches 100%), which completely fail to
detect 190 malware-injected processes (5.9%).
In summary, we propose the ﬁrst program-level approach that builds a Program-DNS proﬁle for each benign
program. We demonstrate the effectiveness of such proﬁles in detecting malware-injected processes by evaluating
it using real-world datasets and show that our approach
is signiﬁcantly more effective compared to previous approaches.

dates ranging from 2015 to 2019 where we collected
over eight million DNS requests along with corresponding
processes. Among them, we identiﬁed 5003 malwareinjected processes which were created from 32 distinct
benign programs. With the data, we design new metrics
to build the program-DNS proﬁle for benign programs,
and then develop them into new features to train machine
learning classiﬁers to detect malware-injected processes.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our new features by
comparing the detection results with that of previouslyproposed features on our datasets. In particular, we make
the following contributions:
Building Program-DNS proﬁle. We jointly analyze
all benign processes of each benign program to characterize what should be the “expected” behavior of each program. We develop two novel sets of metrics, consistency
ratios which measure the similarity of a process’ DNS
requests with other processes of the same program, and
domain types which capture the types of domains queried
by the processes. Our key ﬁndings are:
• Benign processes have a very coherent behavior
with high consistency ratios, with consistency ratios
> 0.96 for more than 85% of the processes. On the
contrary, malware-injected processes created from
benign programs have a more erratic behavior with
low consistency ratios, with consistency ratios < 0.2
for 90% of the processes.
• Interactive processes (browsers, mail clients) have
less coherent behavior (i.e., lower consistency ratios)
compared to rest of processes (non-interactive), as
their behaviors are driven by users. However, there is
still a clear distinction in consistency ratios between
benign processes and malware-injected processes, especially when we further narrow down the scope of
analysis to each individual user. For instance, benign
interactive processes have consistency ratios > 0.6
for 57% of the processes, while malware-injected
interactive processes have consistency ratios < 0.1
for 90% of the processes.
• Benign processes query signiﬁcantly less “irrelevant”
domain types (i.e., domains that are not related to the
functionality of the program, deﬁned in Section 4.3)
compared to malicious processes. 65.4% of benign
programs do not query any “irrelevant” domains at
all, while 93.5% of malware programs have processes
that query “irrelevant” domains.
Detecting malware-injected processes. Motivated by
the above ﬁndings, we develop six novel features based
on the consistency ratios and domain types. The key
insight behind our features is that a benign process’
DNS behavior is consistent with its program-DNS proﬁle, while malware-injected processes deviate from such
“expected” behavior. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of these new features by using them to train classiﬁers
to detect malware-injected processes. We also compare
the detection accuracy between our new features and
previously-proposed features [7], [54], [24], [38], [13].
Our key results are:
• By performing ten-fold cross-validation using a Random Forest classiﬁer to detect malware-injected processes with only our new features, we achieve > 0.99
ROC AUC (area under the Receiver Operating Char-

2. Motivation and Threat Model
We ﬁrst describe stealthy attacks and how existing
malware detection systems fail to detect them. Then,
we motivate our work on building ﬁne-grained ProgramDNS Proﬁle to detect such attacks by using the Skype
program as an example. Finally, we specify the adversary’s
capabilities for our threat model.

2.1. Evading Host Detection
To overcome universally deployed host security solutions, the attackers hide their identities by impersonating well-trusted benign programs and carrying out their
missions through the benign programs. A well-known
example is the Fileless malware [41], which hides its
malicious codes and footprints, and executes inside legitimate processes. Fileless attacks are hard to be detected by
conventional defense methods [2], [43] and are estimated
to have grown by 265% in the ﬁrst half of 2019 and
constituted 35% of all attacks [52], [28].
Cross-process injection. The attack injects arbitrary
code in the address space of a live process. This technique provides attackers more visibility into benign processes as running code in another process may allow
attackers to access system resources and memory (e.g.,
record keystrokes) [43]. Attackers can also migrate their
malicious code to a long-lived background process (e.g.,
system processes) [42], which makes the attack even more
persistent. The code injection attack is hard to detect as
it is implemented using legitimate system APIs ofﬁcially
supported by Windows. Furthermore, attackers have many
viable options for the injection mechanisms [21], making
the detection even more challenging.
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Script-based attack. Attackers also abuse preinstalled
scripting engines to carry out their missions. The scripting
engines allow attackers to directly access core system
components and dynamics that provide variety of primitives to obfuscate payload. Attackers can embed scripts
inside archive ﬁles or benign ﬁles like Microsoft Ofﬁce
documents. The scripts are interpreted by whitelisted applications such as PowerShell and Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) and directly run in the memory.

2.2. Evading DNS Monitoring
DNS has been an important primitive for the perimeter
defense. To evade DNS-based monitoring and achieve
the goals, the attackers leverage public well-trusted web
services to hide their trafﬁc among benign network connections. HammerToss [27] malware is one of its kind
that embeds its Command and Control (C&C) location
using cloud services (e.g., twitter handle, an image on
Github). Recently, we see more malware using similar
techniques [44], [20], [45]. For instance, the attacker
group Turla has used Google Apps Script as its C&C
server [22], [23]. MITRE ATT&CKś web service page
enumerates numerous attack instances of this kind [1].

Figure 2: Program-DNS proﬁle of Skype.exe.

on manual investigation and heuristics. In Section 5.4,
we run a POSHSPY attack sample within an isolated
environment and show that our new detection approach
successfully detects the attack.

2.4. Program-DNS Proﬁle

2.3. Stealthy Attacks

Numerous works [61], [5], [13], [6], [7], [15], [48],
[9] have been proposed to analyze DNS activities on
DNS servers outside the host at different levels of DNS
hierarchies. However, if the malware leverages benign
web services to contact its C&C servers, then its DNS
activities can look completely benign (e.g., querying
mail.google.com), and the existing network-based detection solutions may fail to detect it. On the other hand,
numerous host-based detection systems have also been
proposed to detect malware through static analysis [16],
[55] as well as dynamic analysis [63], [62]. However, if
the malware injects its activities through benign programs,
then the attacks would become much harder to detect.
The challenge of detecting stealthy attacks with malware injection that leverage benign web services to communicate with C&C servers have motivated us to explore
new ﬁne-grained detection techniques.
Our intuition towards detecting stealthy attacks is that
for each benign program, there should be a Program-DNS
proﬁle that characterizes how processes of the program
would behave. We expect the DNS behavior of benign
processes of the program to be more “stable” as it is
bound to the original program logic. In contrast, when
the program is injected by malware, then the behavior of
the resulting process would be more erratic and deviate
from its benign proﬁle.
Figure 2 illustrates how a Program-DNS proﬁle for a
given program (e.g., Skype.exe) may look by combining
network-based DNS information with process-level information from the kernel. Skype.exe program instantiates
itself into multiple processes by loading the executable binary. Each process sends DNS queries to get IP addresses
and connects to other Skype hosts. The DNS queries can
then be further linked to domain registrants and registration countries. Here, we can see from the ProgramDNS proﬁle that Skype processes mostly query domains
registered by Skype Inc. and Microsoft Corporation. In

As the attackers now have various options to minimize
their footprints and evade host and network detectors, now
we’re seeing attacks that combine the above techniques to
launch stealthy campaigns.

Figure 1: POSHSPY attack injects activities through Windows
Management Interface event and leverages Google cloud service
to reach its C&C server.

Figure 1 depicts POSHSPY malware [26] by APT29,
an exemplary attack that is engineered to evade traditional
host and network detectors. After its initial penetration,
the attack attains the persistence on the victim’s system
by embedding its backdoor logic into one of Windows
Management Interface (WMI) event. Then, it connects
to a proxy server hosted on Google cloud using domain
fronting technique, which appears as a connection to legitimate Google service and hides its eventual destination
inside the encrypted trafﬁc. Finally, the proxy server will
connect to the attacker’s C&C server via the Tor network.
Another well-known example is Kazuar [44], a
multi-platform backdoor Trojan that injects into “explorer.exe” and uses legitimate WordPress blogs as its
C&C servers. In addition, Empire [20] is an open source
post-exploitation framework that provides multiple modules for cross-process injections, such as Invoke-PSInject.
It can also use Dropbox and GitHub as its C&C servers.
While some techniques have been proposed to mitigate
these attacks that inject into benign programs to perform
malicious activities [62], [12], detections still largely rely
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directly sends the query to the recursive DNS server, or
through step (2) where the process delegates the query
to the DNS system service that handles queries for all
processes. Step (2) is more commonly seen in Windows
operating systems, while step (3) is more common in
Linux-based systems. Due to the potential delegation of
DNS queries, in order to accurately associate DNS queries
with the correct process that initiates the queries, our
data collection system needs to intercept the inter-process
communication between the DNS service and the process
to capture such information.
From step (1), (2), and (3), the data collection system
has already passively collected DNS activities (DNS query
and answer) associated with the process-level data (e.g.,
process name, start time, etc.). The system then complements the data by actively retrieving program-level data
(e.g., binary signatures, etc.) from the kernel (step (4)), as
well as obtaining domain registration information for the
query from external WHOIS server (step (5)).
Finally, the data collection system on each end-host
machine aggregates all the data collected through steps
(1)-(5) for the process, and sends to the centralized backend database for storage and further analysis.

Figure 3: Data collection system in the back-end on end-host
machines.

Section 4, we will develop new metrics to quantify such
Program-DNS proﬁle for each benign program.

2.5. Threat Model

3.2. Benign and Malware Data Collection

The attacker is capable of compromising end-host
machines with malware, which may inject malicious logic
to long-lived and trusted benign programs to obfuscate
DNS activities. The attacker is also capable of establishing
the C&C servers via various ways, leveraging popular
web services as relays to C&C servers. We assume the
process data collected from kernel space are not tampered and thus the kernel is trusted, which follows the
threat model of previous works on system monitoring
[33], [34], [35], [36], [39], [40], [10], [30], [37], [54].
Kernel-level attacks that compromise security monitoring
systems are beyond the scope of this study. However, we
do consider the possibility of the attacker compromising
our data collection system and tampering the data sent
to the backend database. To ensure the integrity of our
data, we cross-check the collected data from our collection
system with kernel logs and local DNS resolvers for data
consistency. We assume that the enterprise’s IT infrastructure, including the local DNS resolvers, is trusted and not
compromised by the attack.

We build and deploy the data collection system on 126
Windows machines within a corporate environment. The
system records everyday DNS activities of all processes
on each machine, used by real users. We obtained approval
from the corporate’s legal ofﬁce on the research experiments. Our data collection approach is compliant with the
corporate privacy policy and the collected data is only accessible by authorized collaborators via a secure channel.
The data collection period spanned from February 2017 to
August 2017, during which we collected over 130 million
DNS queries from more than 455 thousand processes, as
shown in Table 1. This constitutes our benign dataset.
Data integrity. We need to ensure that all the captured
data are indeed benign. Even though all the end-host
machines are behind the corporate’s ﬁrewall and under
constant monitoring, we take additional steps to ensure
data integrity by cross-checking the executable binary
signatures (MD5, SHA-1, or SHA-256) of all collected
processes against VirusTotal Malware Database [59] and
performing additional manual inspection. As we deploy
data collection system to each end-host, there is a possibility that the attacker takes over the host and sends
forged reports. To counter this threat, our system crosschecks its collected DNS activities with the log from local
DNS resolver to which the end-host reports.
Malware dataset. We collected malware samples
with unique signatures from three public sources: VirusSign [58], VirusShare [57] and VXVault [60]. The time
span of the malware samples range from 2015 to 2019.
We set up a constrained environment using the Cuckoo
sandbox [17] and run each malware sample individually.
We follow common guidelines [32], [29], [18], [8] to
avoid triggering anti-VM techniques employed in various
malware. We deploy our data collection system inside the
sandbox to collect the malware data, the same way the
system collects the benign data from user machines. In
total, we ran over 20k malware samples and collected 8.3

3. Data Collection and Statistics
In this section, we describe our data collection approach and our datasets. We also discuss our data processing methodology and provide an overview of the data.

3.1. Data Collection System
We design our data collection system to be run on
end-host machines, as depicted in Figure 3. The high-level
goal is to collect DNS data (e.g., DNS query activities)
associated with the process- and program-level data (e.g.,
executable path, signatures) of the process that initiates
the DNS query.
In step (1) in the ﬁgure, a process is initiated from
a program executable. The process then starts sending
DNS queries, either through step (3) where the process
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Dataset
Benign
Malware
Malware
Malware
Malware

Collected/Reported
Year
2017
2015
2017
2018
2019

# DNS
Queries
130,579,550
3,264,235
2,218,678
533,477
2,284,197

# Processes
455,468
5,736
6,382
1,550
248,524

TABLE 1: Summary statistics of benign and malware datasets

million DNS queries from over 260k processes from the
sandbox, as shown in Table 1. Note that Table 1 shows
the statistics of each malware dataset by year.
Malware-injected processes. We ﬁrst capture the
activities of benign processes that already exist in the
sandbox operations without running any malware. Then,
we run the malware in the sandbox, which might carry
out its malicious activities by injecting the malicious logic
into existing benign live processes [2]. Next, our goal is
to build a labeled dataset consisted of malware-injected
processes which are created from benign programs but
whose behaviors are controlled by injected malicious
logic. Thus, we ﬁlter out processes whose activities are
identical to the activities they already have before running
the malware. We also ﬁlter out malware processes which
perform all the activities themselves without injecting into
any benign processes, since it is not the focus of our study
(these processes are very easily identiﬁable from their
binary signatures). The resulting dataset includes 7840
malware-injected processes whose binaries have the same
signatures as their benign non-injected counterparts.

Figure 4: Average number of distinct domains queried by processes of each program (log scale).

(and 36% of programs only query 1 distinct domain), the
CDF has a very long tail where very few programs query
a large number of distinct domains.
We show the top 10 programs in terms of number of
distinct domains on the bar chart, plotted on a log scale
in Figure 4. The top 3 programs – Chrome, Firefox, and
IExplore – clearly stand out. This highlights the difference
in the nature of programs: user-interactive programs such
as browsers and mail clients (e.g., , Outlook and Thunderbird) can have much higher heterogeneity in their DNS
behaviors. On the contrary, non user-interactive programs
could have relatively predictable behaviors. We will further measure and quantify this difference in Section 4.

4. Proﬁling Program-DNS Behavior

3.3. Data Preprocessing and Statistics

Stealthy attacks may inject malware logic into benign
programs and request DNS queries on their behalf [2],
and/or establish C&C channels using only legitimate domain names [27], [26], [1]. Existing malware detection
techniques, such as checking program executable against
malware databases or analyzing DNS requests, may mistakenly label such malicious activities as benign.
In order to distinguish such stealthy attacks from benign activities, we aim to develop a Program-DNS proﬁle
for each benign program. Our intuition is that the pattern
of domains queried by benign processes of a program is
signiﬁcantly different from the pattern of domains queried
by malware-injected processes of the same program, even
if all the queried domains are legitimate and benign.
To this end, we develop two groups of metrics to build
the Program-DNS proﬁles and distinguish between benign
processes and malware-injected processes: (1) Frequency
Ratios and Consistency Ratios (Section 4.1), and (2) Domain Types (Section 4.3).

Our eventual goal is to create a Program-DNS proﬁle
for each benign program based on the data from the
benign dataset, and use it to differentiate a benign process
from a malware-injected process which is initiated by
the same benign program. To this end, we perform two
preprocessing steps on our data:
• Group processes into programs. One program
(unique executable binary) can initiate many processes. We group all processes of the same program
together and analyze their behaviors jointly. This enables us to build a robust and comprehensive proﬁle
for programs on different machines of different users.
After this grouping, we have 641 unique programs in
our benign dataset.
• Analyze domain name as opposed to full DNS query.
Due to the large number of distinct DNS queries, we
instead focus on the domain name, i.e., the secondlevel domain. For instance, the domain name for
the query “mail.google.com” is “google.com”. For
special classes of queries, such as queries for the
local network, we assign three domain names to
represent them in our analysis: “INTERNAL” for all
internal DNS lookups, “ARPA” for all reverse DNS
lookups, and “OCSP” for all queries requesting or
checking digital certiﬁcates.
After the above preprocessing steps, we show the average number of distinct domains (in log scale) queried by
processes of each benign program in Figure 4. While 86%
of the programs only query at most 5 distinct domains

4.1. Frequency Ratio and Consistency Ratio
Each benign program tends to frequently query certain
domains. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 2, processes
initiated by the Skype program usually query domains
like “skype.com” and “live.com”, whose registrants are
“Skype” and “Microsoft Corp”, located in countries “IE”
(Ireland) and “US” (United States). When we observe a
process initiated by the Skype program, we would expect
such behavior pattern. On the other hand, processes from
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We deﬁne frequency ratio for a domain registrant as
the fraction of processes of a given program that query at
least one domain registered by the registrant, as following:

some benign programs may exhibit seemingly suspicious
activities such as querying certain advertisement servers.
Such behaviors should be captured and “expected” from
processes of those benign programs as well.
In order to quantify such “expected” behavior pattern
for each program, we analyze all the processes initiated by
each benign program in our benign dataset, and develop
frequency ratio to represent how “common” a certain
behavior is (e.g., querying a certain domain). Then, we develop consistency ratio to measure how much a process’
behavior is “consistent” with its expected behavior (e.g.,
querying domains that the majority of benign processes
from the same program have also queried). We will delve
into the details in the following sections.

F requency Ratiopg,regi =

# benign processes of pg querying di
total # benign processes of pg



Registrant Consistency Ratiopc =

where pg is a given benign program, and di is a domain
that is queried by benign processes of program pg .
For instance, if 9 out of the 10 legitimate
Skype processes query “skype.com”, then the
F requency RatioSkype,skype.com is 0.9. If no benign
process of pg has queried di , then the ratio is 0. The
intuition behind this metric is to measure how “common”
a domain is to be queried by a benign process.
Next, we deﬁne domain consistency ratio for a given
process (either benign or malware-injected) as the average
of F requency Ratiopg,di for all its queried domain di ,
as following:


Domain Consistency Ratiopc =

di ∈D

total # benign processes of pg

where pg is a given benign program, and regi is the
domain registrant of at least one domain queried by benign
processes of program pg .
For instance, in the above case where half of the Skype
processes only query “skype.com” and the other half only
query “skype.net”, the F requency RatioSkype,Skype will
be 1. This captures how “common” a domain registrant is
for domains queried by a benign process.
Next, we deﬁne registrant consistency ratio for a
given process (either benign or malware-injected). Similar to the domain consistency ratio, it’s the average of
F requency Ratiopg,reg(di ) :

4.1.1. Domain Consistency Ratio. We ﬁrst deﬁne frequency ratio for a domain as the fraction of processes of
a given program that query the domain, as following:

F requency Ratiopg,di =

# benign processes of pg querying
domains registered by regi

di ∈D

F requency Ratiopg,reg(di )
|D|

Note that we use reg(di ) here to retrieve the registrant
for every domain queried by the process. If the registrant
hasn’t been seen from any other benign process, then
similar to the domain frequency case, the frequency ratio
for this registrant would be 0. However, in some cases, we
may not be able to retrieve any registrant at all, e.g., the
domain registration information cannot be found, or the
domain is an “INTERNAL” query or reverse DNS lookup
(“ARPA”). In these cases, we assign F requency Ratio =
1 if the domain di is a reserved domain (as deﬁned in
Section 3.3), which does not have any registrant by its
nature; otherwise, we assign 0 if we are unable to retrieve
the domain registrant from the WHOIS server.

F requency Ratiopg,di
|D|

where pc is the given process, pg is the benign program
from which pc is initiated, and D is the set of domains
queried by pc.
For instance, if F requency RatioSkype,skype.com =
0.9, and a Skype process only queries “skype.com”, then
its Domain Consistency Ratio is 0.9. On the contrary,
if a Skype process only queries “example.com”, where
F requency RatioSkype,example.com = 0, then its Domain Consistency Ratio becomes 0, indicating that this
Skype process could be maliciously initiated by malwareinjected Skype program. The intuition behind this metric
is to measure how “consistent” the behavior of a process
is with the behavior of known benign processes of the
same program.

4.1.3. Country Consistency Ratio. In addition to
leveraging domain registrant information, we also take
into consideration the country where the domain registrant is located. Both the F requency Ratio and
Consistency Ratio deﬁnitions for domain country are
very similar to the domain registrant case:
F requency Ratiopg,countryi =

# benign processes of pg querying
domains registered in countryi
total # benign processes of pg


Country Consistency Ratiopc =

di ∈D

F requency Ratiopg,country(di )
|D|

We handle country(di ) the same way as reg(di ) in
case the country information of a domain cannot be found.
Note that we provide a set of possible deﬁnitions
for F requency Ratio and Consistency Ratio above to
proﬁle the Program-DNS behaviors, but there could be
other variations of the ratios that may potentially work.

4.1.2. Registrant Consistency Ratio. We now extend the
analysis further to reﬂect the domain registration information, namely, the domain registrant. This is designed
to accommodate potential variety or churn in the domain
queries. For instance, if half of the Skype processes
only query “skype.com” and the other half only query
“skype.net”, then the F requency RatioSkype,skype.com
and F requency RatioSkype,skype.net will both become
0.5, which is relatively low. However, if we take a look at
the domain registrant rather than the actual domain name,
then we will see that both “skype.com” and “skype.net”
have the same registrant, which is “Skype”. Thus, including the registrant information can further complement the
F requency Ratio and Consistency Ratio analysis.

4.2. Evaluation for Consistency Ratios
We now evaluate the three consistency ratios on our
data. To better demonstrate the difference between benign
and malware-injected processes, we ﬁrst describe the ﬁve
groups of processes that we will evaluate.
• Non-interactive Benign: benign processes of noninteractive programs in the benign dataset.
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Non-interactive Benign
Non-interactive Common
Non-interactive Malware
Interactive Benign
Interactive Malware

# Programs
636
32
32
5
5

# Processes
446,871
50,320
5,003
8,597
2,837

is that each user generally has its own frequently-visited
domains, which can be very different from the frequentlyvisited domains of another user. We can proﬁle such DNS
behaviors on the program-level and user-level to capture
the pattern and use it to differentiate from the activities
by malware. Note that we consider all activities from
a process, instead of just the starting period. Figure 6
shows the results for the Interactive Benign and Interactive
Malware processes.
We can see that, although the domain consistency
ratio of Interactive Benign is lower than that of the noninteractive processes, it still has a very clear difference
from the domain consistency ratio of Interactive Malware.
The malware-injected interactive processes have much
more erratic behaviors and vastly different queries.
For registrant consistency ratios and country consistency ratios, both Interactive Benign and Interactive Malware have higher values compared to domain consistency
ratios due to the much smaller set of registrants and
countries. However, the clear difference between them
remains. Note that Interactive Benign have very high
country consistency ratios due to the geographic location
of our data collection environment, which is in the US.
Thus, while users may visit vastly different domains by
different registrants, the majority of the domains are still
registered in the US. On the contrary, Interactive Malware
are not affected by such user pattern, and thus still have
much lower country consistency ratios.
In Section 6.2, we will discuss more details on factors
that may hinder the attacker from injecting into interactive
programs.

Dataset
Benign
Benign
Malware
Benign
Malware

TABLE 2: Number of programs and processes in each group.

Non-interactive Common (subset of Non-interactive
Benign): benign processes of non-interactive programs in the benign dataset, where the same programs are injected by malware in the malware
dataset.
• Non-interactive Malware: malicious processes of
non-interactive benign programs injected by malware
in the malware dataset.
• Interactive Benign: benign processes of interactive
programs in the benign dataset.
• Interactive Malware: malicious processes of interactive programs injected by malware in the malware
dataset.
Note that interactive programs include chrome.exe,
f iref ox.exe,
iexplore.exe,
outlook.exe,
thunderbird.exe, while non-interactive programs
include all the other programs. Table 2 summarizes the
number of programs and processes in each group.
Non-interactive programs. Figure 5 shows the results
for consistency ratios of Non-interactive Benign, Noninteractive Common, and Non-interactive Malware processes. Note that the frequency ratios of non-interactive
programs are established across all users.
Non-interactive Benign and Non-interactive Common
processes have very high domain consistency ratios, where
more than 85% of the processes have values > 0.96. However, Non-interactive Malware, which are the malwareinjected processes of the same 32 programs in Noninteractive Common, show signiﬁcantly lower domain
consistency ratios, where 90% of the processes have values < 0.2.
The registrant consistency ratio has very similar
pattern as the domain consistency ratio, where Noninteractive Benign and Non-interactive Common processes
have very high registrant consistency ratios while Noninteractive Malware processes have very low ratios. For
the country consistency ratio, the Non-interactive Malware
processes have relatively higher ratios compared to the
previous two ratios due to the much smaller set of countries. However, they are still signiﬁcantly lower than the
ratios from the benign processes.
Interactive programs. The DNS behaviors of Interactive programs, including browsers, are hard to model due
to their user-interactive nature. Previous work [54] tried
to mitigate this issue by only considering DNS activities
during the ﬁrst 120 seconds of the process to avoid being
affected by user-initiated domains. However, the malware
can simply wait for 120 seconds until it starts its activities
to avoid being detected.
We propose a new way to proﬁle DNS behaviors from
interactive programs utilizing the frequency ratios and
consistency ratios. Instead of building the ratios based on
all processes from all users for each program, we ﬁnegrain the ratios further to the user-level by considering all
processes from each user for each program. The intuition
•

Key Takeaway: Consistency ratios characterize the
“expected” DNS behavior of a benign program and
capture signiﬁcant difference between benign and
malware-injected processes initiated from the same
benign program.

4.3. Domain Type Analysis
Consistency ratios in Section 4.1 are based on domain
information that has already been observed from past
benign processes. However, if a new process queries a
domain which has not been observed before, we need
further information to analyze this behavior. To this end,
we leverage program-level information to build domain
type analysis that serves as an indicator for whether a
domain should be “expected” – even if the domain has
not been observed before from past benign processes.
We classify the domains into three types:
• Reserved: this includes all domains that are “INTERNAL”, “ARPA”, “OCSP”, as deﬁned in Section 3.
• Owner: this includes domains that are considered
as “owned” by the same corporation/entity/organization that “owns” the program. We will provide
the detailed approaches to determine and compare
“ownership” in Section 4.3.1.
• Other: all other domains that do not belong to the
above two types.
4.3.1. Identify “Owner” domains for a program. The
Owner type identiﬁes domains registered by the organization who owns a program. For instance, “java.com”
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(a) Domain consistency ratio

(b) Registrant consistency ratio

(c) Country consistency ratio

Figure 5: Consistency Ratios for Non-interactive Processes.

(a) Domain consistency ratio

(b) Registrant consistency ratio

(c) Country consistency ratio

Figure 6: Consistency Ratios for Interactive Processes.

Figure 7: Domain type distribution for 32 common programs in benign and malware datasets.

cates that the program “NvProﬁleUpdater64.exe” belongs
to NVIDIA.
“Owner” for domain. We rely on two sources: (1)
domain name, e.g., “nvidia.com” indicates NVIDIA; (2)
domain registrant from WHOIS record.
Note that when extracting “owner” information, we
also strip away common strings seen in an organization’s
name, such as “Corporation”, “LLC”, etc., to ensure accurate comparison results.

and “oracle.com” are both Owner-type domains for
“jp2launcher.exe” program, which is part of Java framework and therefore developed and signed by Oracle, which
is also the registrant of both domains. To infer this relationship, we need to extract “owner” information for both
the program and the domain.
“Owner” for program. We rely on three sources:
(1) program name, e.g., “nvidia.exe” is an indicator for
NVIDIA; (2) program signer extracted from the code signature of the program binary, if the program is signed; (3)
program path, e.g., the path “C:/Program Files/NVIDIA
Corporation/Update Core/NvProﬁleUpdater64.exe” indi-

4.3.2. Domain type distribution for common programs. We analyze the domain type distributions for
Non-interactive Common and Non-interactive Malware
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Dataset
Benign
Malware

# Programs
Reserved
213 (33.5%)
359 (6.4%)

# Programs
Owner
203 (31.9%)
6 (0.1%)

# Programs
Other
220 (34.6%)
5264 (93.5%)

TABLE 3: Domain Type Distributions for All Programs

processes from the 32 common programs, as deﬁned in
Section 4.2. For each process, we compute the fraction of
each domain type (Reserved, Owner, Other) from all the
domains it queried. Then, we group processes of the same
program together, and compute the average fraction of
each domain type for all processes of a given program. For
comparison, we separate benign processes and malwareinjected processes of the same program.
Results. Figure 7 shows the domain type distributions
for both benign and malware-injected processes of the
32 common programs for direct comparison. The left
half shows the benign processes from the benign dataset,
and the right half shows the malware-injected processes
initiated by the same programs in the same order from
the malware dataset. We also separate programs into two
groups based on their origins: (1) system programs, which
typically come pre-installed with the Windows OS, and (2)
user programs, which are typically installed by the users.
At a ﬁrst glance, we can clearly see that malwareinjected processes query a lot more Other domains (red
bars) than their benign counter-parts. Furthermore, benign
processes from system programs query less non-Reserved
domains (Owner + Other) than benign processes from
user-installed programs.
On the other hand, malware-injected processes from
system programs and user-install programs do not show a
signiﬁcant difference from each other – they both query
a large number of Other domains.
One program, “wget.exe”, queries many Other domains and does not exhibit a clear distinction between
benign and malware-injected processes. This is due to the
user-interactive nature of the program, where most of its
queries depend on user input.

Figure 8: Fraction of Other domain type for all processes of
non-interactive programs.

Key Takeaway: Domain type analysis incorporates
program-level information to classify domains and
measures domain type distribution, which effectively
distinguishes benign processes and malware-injected
processes from the same program.

5. Detection Using Program-DNS Proﬁle
We have shown in Section 4 that we can build
Program-DNS proﬁle using consistency ratios and domain
types that capture signiﬁcant differences between benign
and malware-injected processes, even when they are initiated from the same benign program where programand process-level information are indistinguishable. In this
section, we further demonstrate the effectiveness of the
Program-DNS proﬁle by developing them into six new
features to train machine learning classiﬁers to detect
malware-injected processes on real-world datasets. We
also compare the detection results of our new features
with that of previously-proposed features.

5.1. Dataset and Features
To evaluate detection accuracy on malware-injected
processes, we focus on processes from the 32 common
programs that are present in both the benign dataset and
at least one of the malware datasets. Table 4 summaries
the data we will use for detection.
For each malware dataset, we identify the malwareinjected processes initiated by programs that are present
in the benign dataset; then, we identify the benign processes initiated by the same programs from the benign
dataset. Column “# Process Samples” shows the number
of such benign and malware-injected processes we identify for each dataset.
We leverage six new features to detect malwareinjected processes based on the Program-DNS proﬁle from
Section 4, as following:
1) Domain consistency ratio (Section 4.1.1)
2) Registrant consistency ratio (Section 4.1.2)
3) Country consistency ratio (Section 4.1.3)
4) Percentage of Reserved domain type (Section 4.3)
5) Percentage of Owner domain type (Section 4.3)
6) Percentage of Other domain type (Section 4.3)
We evaluate our new features from two aspects:
• Cross-validation on each dataset. To evaluate the
effectiveness of our features, we perform ten-fold
cross-validation on each of the 2015 – 2019 datasets.
Due to the imbalance in the number of benign

4.3.3. Domain type distribution for all programs. We
also extend the analysis to all non-interactive benign and
malware (or malware-injected) programs. Table 3 shows
the number of programs corresponding to each domain
type distribution for both benign and malware programs.
We also show the detailed domain type distributions for
all non-interactive benign programs in Appendix A.
We can see that more than 65% of the benign programs
whose processes have only queried Reserved domains
and/or Owner domains. Such stable pattern is very desirable, as it facilitates the “prediction” regarding what types
of domains that a process from these programs may query.
On the contrary, only 6.5% of the malware programs have
the same pattern.
We also show the CDF for fractions of Other domain
type queried by all processes of non-interactive benign
and malware programs in Figure 8. We can see that
there is a clear difference between benign and malicious
processes in the fraction of Other domains, where the
malicious processes query signiﬁcantly higher fraction of
Other domains.
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Year
2015

# Programs
23

2017

16

2018

6

2019

3

Source
Benign
Malware
Benign
Malware
Benign
Malware
Benign
Malware

# Process Samples
49,905
539
6,013
1,247
4,279
16
4,231
3,201

Total
50,444
7,260
4,295
7,432

# Process Samples After SMOTE
49,905
49,905
6,013
6,013
4,279
4,279
4,231
4,231

Total
99,810
12,026
8,558
8,462

TABLE 4: Detection dataset includes processes initiated by programs that are present across benign and malware datasets.

•

Year
2015

and malware-injected processes in some of the
datasets (e.g., 2015 dataset), we apply the SMOTE
technique [14] to oversample the minority class
(malware-injected) to the same number as the majority class (benign), shown in column “# Process
Samples After SMOTE”. We also compare the evaluation results using data with and without SMOTE.
Comparison with previously-proposed features. To
mimic real-world scenarios where training is done
using existing data and the trained model is used
to detect future attacks, we use the 2015 and 2017
datasets as training data, and the 2018 and 2019
datasets as testing data. Note that we do not apply
SMOTE oversampling for either the training or testing phase. We also compare the detection results with
previously-proposed features.

2017
2018
2019

SMOTE
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

TPR
98.5%
99.9%
99.4%
99.7%
100%
100%%
99.97%
99.95%

FPR
0.1%
0.08%
0.05%
0.08%
0.02%
0.01%
0.05%
0.07%

ROC AUC
0.9952
0.9997
0.9938
0.9992
0.9998
0.9999
0.9996
0.9997

TABLE 5: TPR and FPR for each dataset with ten-fold cross
validation, with and without SMOTE oversampling.

that both ROC AUC and precision-recall AUC are > 0.99
for all four datasets. We also compare the results using
data with and without SMOTE oversampling in Table 5.
We include the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive
rate (FPR) at an “optimal” point (where the difference
between TPR and FPR is the largest). We can see that
there is very negligible difference between using data with
and without SMOTE oversampling. In addition, high TPR
(> 99%) can be achieved with very low FPR (< 0.1%)
for most of the datasets.

5.2. Cross-Validation using New Features
We perform ten-fold cross-validation for each of the
2015 – 2019 datasets using Random Forest classiﬁer. We
use Random Forest classiﬁer as an example to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our new features, but other classiﬁers
can potentially work as well. We will compare results
between different classiﬁers in Section 5.3.
We evaluate true positive rate (TPR) and false positive
rate (FPR) for the classiﬁcation, where TPR measures
the percentage of malicious processes being correctly
detected, and FPR measures the percentage of benign
processes being incorrectly marked as malicious. We use
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to show
the relationship between true positive and false positive,
and the precision-recall curve to show the relationship
between false positive and false negative.

5.3. Comparison with Previous Works
In this section, we perform detection by using the 2015
& 2017 datasets as training data and the 2018 & 2019
datasets as testing data, without SMOTE oversampling,
to reﬂect real-world scenario. We also compare detection
results with previously-proposed features.
Previous works have proposed various process-based
and network-based features for malware and malicious
DNS detection [7], [24], [13], [51], [38], [47], [6], [5],
[25]. Recently, Sivakorn et al. proposed new integrated
features that combine process-level and network-level information [54]. However, none of these previous works
target malware-injected processes, where the process-level
information can be indistinguishable (i.e., benign programs are invoked and perform all the DNS activities) and
benign domains are involved (e.g., benign web services
can be exploited to carry out attacks). The previouslyproposed features mostly consider process- and networklevel information separately, and the recently-proposed
integrated features [54] only consider each process independently without capturing the Program-DNS behavior
across processes. In this section, we will perform detection
on malware-injected processes and compare the results
using two sets of features: (1) only previous-proposed
features (43 features in total), and (2) only our new
features (6 features in total).

Figure 9: ROC curve and Precision-Recall curve with ten-fold
cross validation using new features.

Results. Figure 9 shows the ROC curve and precisionrecall curve from ten-fold cross-validation using Random
Forest for each dataset after using SMOTE technique to
balance the benign and malicious samples. We can see
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5.3.1. Previously-proposed features. We extract 43 features in total based on previous works [7], [54], [24], [38],
[13] from various feature categories. Recent work has also
combined these features to perform detection [54]. The
feature categories are as following:

features can heavily bias our detection result and does not
accurately represent the real scenario when the malware
is still active. Thus, we exclude such DNS answer-based
features from our detection. On the other hand, we do
include features that can be derived from the DNS query
itself and/or WHOIS server, e.g., domain registration information, which is relatively more stable and long lasting.

1) Query Name and Domain Name: this type of features
directly measures the characteristics of DNS query
names, including the number of queries/domains,
number of distinct queries/domains, and query name
patterns. For instance, benign query names are likely
to have shorter and less random names compared
to malicious query names. The features have been
shown to be effective in detecting DGA-based malware [7] and have also been used in recent work [54].
We include 22 features from this category.
2) Timing information: this type of features includes domain registration duration (time between current time
and the domain’s initial registration time), domain
renewal duration (time between the domain’s updated
registration time and its expiration time), and domain
TTL (“Time To Live”, which speciﬁes how long each
domain should be cached by a local DNS server).
These features have been shown to be very effective
in previous works [24], [38], [54] due to the fact
that malicious domains tend to be fresher and newer
because of frequent blocking, registered for a short
duration to lower the cost, and have a shorter TTL to
enable frequent change of IP addresses. We include
9 features from this category.
3) Registrant information: malware may query domains
registered by a large number of distinct registrants
due to its need to frequently change registrants to
avoid blocking. These features have been successfully used in previous works [5], [54]. We include 5
features from this category.
4) Location information: this mainly includes country
location where the domain is registered. Malicious
domains tend to be registered in certain countries and
may also frequently change locations. These features
have been effectively used in [13], [6], [54]. We
include 2 features from this category.
5) Process-based and Integrated Features: while the
above features focus on DNS queries, process-based
features such as the program signer (if any) have
also been found useful. Most recently, integrated
features that combine DNS-based and process-based
information have been proposed, where the program
signer and domain registrant of the domains queried
by the processes are compared for similarity [54]. We
include 5 features from this category.

5.3.2. Evaluation Results. To mimic real-world scenarios, we use the 2015 and 2017 datasets as training data for
the classiﬁer, and then use the 2018 and 2019 datasets as
testing data. We do not perform any oversampling on the
data for either the training or testing phase. Our testing
data contains 8510 benign processes (negative) and 3217
malicious processes (positive). We compare the detection
performance between two sets of features: (1) only our
new features (6 features in total), and (2) only previouslyproposed features (43 features in total). We train the model
using Random Forest and K-Nearest Neighbors classiﬁers,
respectively, which were found to be the most effective
classiﬁers in previous works [38], [13], [6], [54].
Figure 10 shows the ROC curves and precision-recall
curves, where Figure 10a and 10b correspond to the Random Forest classiﬁer and Figure 10c and 10d correspond
to the KNN classiﬁer. Note that the ROC curves show false
positive rates in the range of [0, 0.1] and the precisionrecall curves display both precision and recall values
within [0.9, 1]. We can see that our new features have
high AUC values > 0.99 and outperform the previouslyproposed features for both classiﬁers. The previouslyproposed features, while performing well with the Random Forest classiﬁer, show a drop in performance with
the KNN classiﬁer. We also tried the SVM with linear
kernel classiﬁer and the Logical Regression classiﬁer, for
which our new features achieve ROC AUC of 0.99 and
0.96, respectively; on the contrary, previously-proposed
features only achieve AUC of 0.80 and 0.54, respectively.
In summary, our new features outperform the
previously-proposed features and maintain high accuracy
rate regardless of the classiﬁer in use.
5.3.3. False Positive and False Negative analyses. Next,
we take a further look into the tradeoff between true
positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR), as well as
detailed false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) cases.
We will focus on detection results using the Random Forest classiﬁer, given that it is the best-performing classiﬁer
for both new and previously-proposed features.
Results. Table 6 shows the results. The table does not
include all TPR/FPR points, but rather three representative
points for each features set: (1) 0% FPR point with the
corresponding TPR (highest value); (2) lowest non-zero
FPR point with the corresponding TPR (highest value);
(3) highest TPR point, where FPR < 1 (otherwise if
FPR = 1, then it’s trivial that TPR will also be 1). We
can see that at 0% FPR, our new features achieve 94.3%
TPR compared to 25.9% TPR with previously-proposed
features – this is 12X reduction on false negative rates.
Similarly, at 0.012% FPR, our new features achieve 99.5%
TPR compared to 37.4% TPR with previously-proposed
features. Finally, our new features can achieve 100%
TPR with only 0.15% FPR; on the contrary, previouslyproposed features can only achieve up to maximum 94.1%

The full list of these 43 features can be found in
Appendix A. Note that we did not include features such
as the query resolve failure rate or features that depend on
the answer of the query. This is due to the potentially high
failure rate of DNS queries from older malware samples.
For instance, malicious domains built into malware may
be active for a very short period of time (e.g., couple of
weeks), and by the time we obtain and run the malware
sample, its malicious servers have been taken down and its
subsequent DNS queries would result in failure. Although
we have done our best to search for fresher malware
samples and run them as soon as possible, including such
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(a) ROC curve with Random Forest Classiﬁer.

(b) Precision-recall curve with
Random Forest Classiﬁer.

(c) ROC curve with KNN Classiﬁer.

(d) Precision-recall curve with
KNN Classiﬁer.

Figure 10: Comparison between our new features and previously-proposed features using Random Forest and K-Nearest Neighbors
classiﬁers, with 2015 & 2017 datasets as training data and 2018 & 2019 datasets as testing data.
Features
New
Previously
Proposed

TPR
94.3%
99.5%
100%
25.9%
37.4%
94.1%

FPR
0%
0.012%
0.15%
0%
0.012%
0.33%

FP Programs
ping(1)
ping(1), svchost(12)
main(1)
ping(1), notepad(2), explorer(2), main(3), svchost(20)

FN Programs
svchost(182)
svchost(16)
wscript(1), notepad(3), ping(6), svchost(2375)
notepad(2), ping(6), svchost(2006)
svchost(190)

TABLE 6: Comparison of TPR and FPR between new and previously-proposed features. FP programs are programs whose processes
are misclassiﬁed as malicious, where the number inside the parentheses indicates the number of misclassiﬁed processes of the
program. Similarly, FN programs are programs whose processes are misclassiﬁed as benign.

5.4. Case Study on POSHSPY

TPR, indicating that the remaining 5.9% of the malwareinjected processes completely fail to be detected using
only previously-proposed features.
Deeper look into the processes. We can see from
Table 6 that 5.9% of the malicious processes (190 in total,
all svchost processes) are indistinguishable from benign
processes using only previously-proposed features, while
all of them can be successfully detected by our new
features. We take a deeper look into the queries from
these processes. We found that all the processes query
seemingly-benign domains. For instance, 64 processes
query various blog posting websites, and the following is
an example of the queries sent by an svchost process:
1.bp.blogspot.com, 2.bp.blogspot.com, blogblog.com,
img1.blogblog.com,
pagead2.googlesyndication.com,
www.blogblog.com, www.blogger.com, www.facebook.com
While the blog posting sites are legitimate themselves,
they are known to be vulnerable to malware infection,
resulting in malicious content hosted on the site. However,
from the DNS-based point of view and the processbased point of view, the activities are indistinguishable
from benign activities, which is why these stealthy
malware-injected processes fail to be detected by using
previously-proposed features. However, with our new
Program-DNS proﬁle-based features, we can detect
when the process’ behavior deviates from its “expected”
behavior – in this case, svchost processes are not expected
to query blog positing domains and thus these abnormal
activities are successfully ﬂagged by our new features.

In this section, we experiment with a stealthy strain of
malware – POSHSPY. As described in Sec 2, POSHSPY
employs a Fileless scheme to hide its backdoor logic as
one of WMIC events which contains PowerShell payload.
To evade network monitoring, the malware uses Meek
Tor plug-in that connects to a Tor entry relay which is
designated as one of Google Cloud Services and would
eventually lead to C&C.
To perform the experiment, we downloaded the payload of POSHSPY [26]. We launched the malware from an
isolated environment and captured the DNS activities from
the environment. We conﬁgured the malware to connect
to domains including google.com and dropbox.com, which
were used in previous real-world attacks.
From the captured data, we observed that a powershell
process was injected by the malware and sending queries
on the malware’s behalf, querying dropbox.com four times
and google.com two times. We then used the trained
model in Section 5.3 with 2015 and 2017 datasets to perform detection. Our new features successfully detected the
malware-injected powershell process, while previouslyproposed features failed due to the seemingly-benign process information and DNS activities.

6. Related Work and Discussion
In this section, we review existing DNS and malware
detection systems, including network-based solutions,
host-based solutions, and a recently-proposed processlevel detection system that combines both network- and
process-level information. Then, we describe two strains
of malware that inject malicious logic to benign programs
and establish C&C channels through connections to legitimate domains. Finally, we discuss challenges on injecting
malware logic to interactive programs, such as browsers.

Key Takeaway: Our new features achieve 94.3%
True Positive Rate with 0% False Positive Rate,
compared to 25.9% True Positive Rate with
previously-proposed features. Our new features can
also successfully detect all malware-injected processes with only 0.15% False Positives Rate, while
previously-proposed features completely fail to detect 5.9% of malware-injected processes.
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6.1. Existing Detection Systems

interactive programs may seem to be perfect targets for
malware injection to increase stealthiness of the attack.
However, the attacker also needs to take risks in choosing highly interactive programs as its injection target. The
attacker cannot have a stable expectation for the existence
or lifetime for its injection target and any irregular behavior caused by malicious logic is more noticeable to the
user. For stealthiness and persistence, the attacker may
prefer to choose long-running background processes as
its target [42].
Yet, there exist injection attacks that speciﬁcally targets browser programs [2], aiming to steal sensitive user
information (e.g., passwords, credit card numbers) stored
in browser’s memory space. To respond, Browser vendors
(Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox) have come up with
in-browser defense measure that block injection attempts
by other processes [3], [4].

Network-based DNS detection systems. Monitoring
and analyzing the DNS trafﬁc of Internet hosts is the
ﬁrst line of defense against fast-ﬂux networks, bots, DGA
(Domain Generation Algorithms) domains and spammers.
Numerous works [61], [5], [13], [6], [7], [15], [48], [49]
have been proposed to analyze DNS activities on DNS
servers at different levels of DNS hierarchies, aiming to
detect malicious domain names that are associated with
various attacks. A survey [9] provided an overview of the
state-of-the-art network-based detection systems (including other types of network trafﬁc, e.g., packet, ﬂow size).
However, the key difference between these approaches and
ours is that they all focus on detecting malicious domains.
This will not be effective against stealthy attacks where
legitimate and benign web services and domains are being
leveraged by attackers to carry out attacks.
Host-based detection systems. Host-based detection
systems aim to detect malicious programs and processes,
as opposed to malicious domain names. Numerous works
have proposed to detect malware through static analysis [16], [55] via disassembly or reverse engineering.
However, malware may very likely create instances that
can avoid being detected by these techniques [46], [19],
[64]. Due to the limitation of static analysis, dynamic
analysis techniques have been proposed, where the detection systems are built from observing the malware behaviors while the malware is being executed (e.g., function
call, information ﬂow tracking [63]). Studying malware
behaviors under a restricted environment have also been
proposed in [11], [56], [53], [62].
While advanced host-based detection techniques can also
be effective, they are orthogonal to our approach and
generally involve extensive system logging. We aim to
provide a more light-weight, but effective approach that
collects fewer data ﬁelds and focuses on Program-DNS
behaviors. Our approach and host-based detection techniques can be complementary to each other.
Integrated network-based and host-based detection systems. Recently, Sivakorn et al. [54] proposed
PDNS, a process-level detection system that combines
network-based features (e.g., DNS query name and answer) with process-based features (e.g., code signing)
to perform detection at the process-level. The system
enriches the context of monitoring data, and proposes new
integrated features by combining domain information and
program information. However, this system analyzes each
process independently, without developing a ﬁne-grained
Program-DNS proﬁle at the program level by analyzing
processes of the same program jointly. As a result, the
system is not effective at detecting stealthy attacks where
DNS queries are delegated via legitimate programs using
cross-process injection techniques [2], [43].

6.3. Generalizability and Limitation
Our Program-DNS proﬁling approach is generally applicable to different types of environments. However, the
resulting proﬁles could be different. Thus, we should
rebuild the proﬁle and retrain the model, instead of directly applying the trained model from our corporate
environment to another environment, such as home users
or data centers. Alternatively, we may employ domain
adaptation techniques to transfer our trained model to
another environment.
While our system is not speciﬁcally tailored against
an adaptive attacker, it does raise the costs for adaptive
attackers targeting our system. For example, if the attackers want to evade detection on injection into programs
with highly consistent behaviors, e.g., never querying
“nonowner” domains, they have to either move the C&C
server to the “expected” domains, which are usually a
limited set of domains and often high-proﬁle domains such
as microsoft.com, or choose other programs to inject.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed novel metrics to build
ﬁne-grained Program-DNS proﬁle for benign programs.
We deployed a data collection system on 126 enterprise
end-host machines and collected over 130 million DNS
requests along with the program- and process- level information. We showed that malware-injected processes and
benign processes from the same program have signiﬁcant
difference in their DNS behavior, even when programand process-level information are indistinguishable and
the queried domains are legitimate and benign. We demonstrated the effectiveness of such Program-DNS proﬁle
in detecting malware-injected processes by proposing six
new features that are based on Program-DNS proﬁles.
By evaluating across malware datasets ranging from 2015
to 2019, we showed that our new features are more effective at detecting malware-injected processes compared
to previously-proposed features. Overall, our work sheds
light on leveraging program-level behavior to detect malware injection, and inspires future ideas for defending
against increasingly complex malware.

6.2. Interactive Program as a Target for Injection
In Section 4, we built Program-DNS proﬁle for interactive programs, including browsers and mail clients. Although our metrics can still distinguish malware-injected
processes from benign processes for interactive programs,
the DNS behaviors of these programs are intrinsically
harder to model due to their user-interactive nature. Thus,
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Appendix
Table 7 lists the 43 features that we extract from
previous works.
We also show the complete domain type distribution
for all 636 non-browser benign programs in our dataset
in the following.
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